
INTELLIGENT 541 

Chapter 541 - 541: Family Dinner 

"I hate that cousin." Grandpa Tang frowned very badly. 

"Why? Is there something that had happened?" Yu Qi was curious. 

"That cousin had tried to seduce me while your grandmother was pregnant with your second uncle." 

Grandpa Tang made a disgusted face. 

"Oh." Yu Qi felt interesting to hear this. Then she asked. "Then, what happened?" 

"Of course, I don't submit to her. I was truly in love with your grandmother. How could I betray her just 

because she was pregnant? I'm not that kind of man." Grandpa said. 

"Never thought that you have been a loyal man." Yu Qi commented. 

"Brat, what do you think about me? Of course, I'm a loyal man." Grandpa Tang rolled his eyes at Yu Qi. 

"Then, did you tell grandmother about that?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Nope. I didn't want to ruin their relationship." Grandpa Tang sighed. "I hope these people don't have 

bad intentions towards our family." 

'Well, I have already detected something about this family. But I still don't know what is their intention.' 

Yu Qi decided that she would not tell others about this. 

..... 

After taking a shower, Yu Qi stepped into the dining room. Like always, Aoi walked along with her. When 

she arrived at the dining room, she spotted her brothers along with Tang Jung Wen, Ming Yue and Su 

Xiao. Her second uncle was not there. She assumed that he was probably on duty. Also, the three Si 

Family members were also there. 

Yu Qi wanted to take a seat beside Tang Han Lee but she had been called by Tang Jin Wei to sit beside 

him. It was also the seat beside Tang Han Lee. She did not understand why his brothers had left the seat 

beside them empty. 

However, she did not think much about it and just took the seat. She had greeted all of them already 

including the three of Si Family members. Grandpa Tang was not here. 

" Little Sis, I have good news to tell you." Tang Jin Wei lowered his voice and talked to Yu Qi. 

"It is probably because of your Su Ke Ke, right?" Yu Qi guessed and her guess was right. 

"I want to surprise you." Tang Jin Wei was disappointed. 

"What is it about her? Don't tell me that you are still struggling to get her?" Yu Qi looked at Tang Jin Wei 

from up to down several times. 

"You really look down on me, right? She has already become my girlfriend, okay." Tang Jin Wei felt angry 

when his little sister had looked down at him. 



"This is great. When do you want to bring her back to meet Auntie Ming Yue?" Yu Qi said in the slow 

voice. She had lowered her voice when she saw that Tang Jin Wei had asked her in a lowered voice. 

"Soon. She is still feeling scared to meet my mum." Tang Jin Wei sighed. 

"Of course, she will be scared, you idiot." Yu Qi rolled her eyes. 

Meeting with future mother in law would be nerve-wracking for a woman. She had to be well prepared 

to make sure that everything was okay. Even though her auntie, Ming Yue looked simple, she must have 

some expectations from her future daughter in law. 

"But, I really want to get married to her as soon as possible." Tang Jin Wei sighed. 

"Just be patient. Your patience will be paid off later." Yu Qi nodded while comforting her brother. 

Yu Qi then turned to Tang Han Lee. She was interesting to hear about Tang Han Lee's love story. She 

wanted to ask Ding Na An but that girl was well protected. That girl really knew how to hide the story 

well. 

"Big Brother Han Lee, what about you?" Yu Qi asked. 

"We are good." Tang Han Lee answered with a simple and short answer. 

Yu Qi gave up. Both of them shut their lips tightly. 

One person always observed Yu Qi from the time she had appeared in the dining room. She was 

questioning Yu Qi in her heart, 'Why does an orphan like her can act closer to the young masters of Tang 

Family? She was only an outsider.' Her daughter should be the one who should be closer to the young 

masters of the Tang Family. They had a blood relationship even though it was not much. 

Yu Qi realized that someone was observing her but she did not think much about it. That person could 

watch Yu Qi as much as she wanted. Yu Qi did not care about it. 

Not long after that, Grandpa Tang arrived. All of the people who were there stood up and greeted 

Grandpa Tang. 

"Hmm... Just sit down." Grandpa Tang waved his hand. 

The maid started to bring out the food and served on the table. There was a lot of food here. 

"Since there are many of us here, I ask the maids to prepare more than usual." Ming Yue said. 

Yu Qi called a maid. "Can you give some food to Aoi too? He is also hungry." Yu Qi asked. 

"Of course, Young Miss. Aoi, you can come with me. I will give some food for you." The maid bowed to 

Yu Qi and then coaxed Aoi to come with her. 

Aoi understood that the maid would give him some food to eat if he would follow her. So, he gladly 

followed the maid. 

"What a cute dog. Sister, is that your dog?" Si Ang Dei asked. She saw the dog when the dog had 

followed the maid to the kitchen. 



"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

"I'm jealous. I want a dog too but my mother doesn't allow me to take care of one." Si Ang Dei sighed. 

"Ang Dei, dont spout rubbish." Si Su Zen glared to Si Ang Dei. 

Si Ang Dei shut her mouth up. 

"What are you doing here?" Grandpa Tang directly asked Si Family. 

They were silent for a moment. Si Family did not respond until Si Su Zen opened her mouth. 

"We have just come to visit the Tang Family. That's all." Si Su Zen answered. 

"I hope so." Grandpa Tang glanced at Si Su Zen. 

Chapter 542 - 542: Business Deal 

Si Su Zen kept her smile on her face. She knew that Old Master Tang did not like their presence much in 

the Tang House. The dinner went nicely after that. 

After dinner, Yu Qi felt that she was eating a lot for today. So, she wanted to digest the food in her 

stomach. She went to the garden where her aunties had planted varies of flowers. 

Tang Jin Wei and Tang Han Lee also followed her. Seeing this, Si Su Zen asked Si Ang Dei to follow them 

too. She was hoping that one of the Tang Young Masters would like her daughter. 

"Why are you following me?" Yu Qi said to them. 

"Well..." Tang Jin Wei looked far ahead. 

"Sister, can I pet your dog?" Si Ang Dei asked Yu Qi. She was dying to pet the dog. 

Aoi looked at Si Ang Dei. He rolled his eyes. 

"Well, you can if you want. But believe me, he doesn't like people to pet him." Yu Qi glanced to Aoi. 

Aoi walked with an air of arrogance. Si Ang Dei understood. She followed Aoi wanting to pet him but Aoi 

did not let her pet him. 

"This semester break, what are you plan to do?" Tang Han Lee asked. 

"Hum... Finding a place to internship... And expand my business." Yu Qi grinned. 

"Money... Is it the only thing which you think about ?" Tang Jin Wei looked at Yu Qi. 

"Brother Jin Wei, I will like to give you 10 million cash? Do you want it?" Yu Qi was still grinning. 

"Yeah. I want it." Tang Jin Wei was happy. He would buy anything that he wanted to buy. 

"My brother, do you think money will fall down from the sky?" Yu Qi gave out an evil grin. 

"You have lied to me, haven't you?" Tang Jin Wei felt like his dream had scattered around. 

"There are three things that I love in this life. Long Hui, my family and money." Yu Qi boasted. 



"That's right. If we don't have money, our life will be hard." Tang Han Lee patted Yu Qi's head. 

He agreed with Yu Qi. That was very realistic. Everyone kept saying that money would not buy 

happiness. But without money, everything was hard. We needed money. Not many but enough to 

sustain our life with food and the necessary things needed in our life. 

..... 

Like always, Yu Qi's aunties brought her with them to go out for the shopping. Yu Qi had been stuffed by 

some clothes and shoes. Her aunties kept saying that her clothes we're already old. It was time to 

change the wardrobe. 

She could not reject her aunties' good intentions. So, she accepted them but she already told them that 

she would be buying just three clothes and one pair of shoes. 

After all the stuff, her aunties brought her to History Spa which Yung Ha Ren, her aunties' friend owned. 

She was forced to take a massage session. 

After that, she took a rest at the waiting lobby. She looked around and thought about something. 

"Miss, can I meet with Miss Yung?" Yu Qi went to the receptionist. 

"Wait for a minute, Miss Tang." The receptionist grabbed the phone and called someone. 

They had been talking for a while until the receptionist put down the phone back. 

"Miss Tang, can you wait for 10 minutes? Our boss will also like to meet you, Miss Tang." The 

receptionist replied. 

"Yes. I can." Yu Qi nodded to the receptionist and returned back to where she had been sitting before. 

Her aunties were still in their massage session. Not passing 10 minutes, Yu Qi could see Yung Ha who 

was walking towards her. 

"Hi, Miss Tang. I heard that you want to see me. Is there anything that you want to talk to me?" Yung Ha 

Ren sat in front of Yu Qi. 

Then someone came and served them some drinks. 

"Yes. There is something that I will like to talk about." Yu Qi nodded. 

Yung Ha Ren observed the girl in front of her. She had become more mature in passing the time. 

"I want to talk about a?business deal with you." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Business deal?" Yung Ha Ren raised her eyebrows. 

"Have you heard about Qi Qi skincare?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yes. It is a skincare brand which has been on the rise in the skincare market. What about it?" Yung Ha 

Ren did hear about that brand. 

"What do you think about using the brand here in your facilities?" Yu Qi asked again. 



"You mean using the Qi Qi skincare here?" Yung Ha Ren did not believe what she had heard. 

She had to admit that the Qi Qi skincare products were very good. Even she had tried the products. The 

products were very effective. She even made a plan to use the Qi Qi skincare products at her spa but 

hearing the rules that Qi Qi skincare's company stated, she gave up the plan. 

The Qi Qi Skincare had their own policies that any spas could not use the Qi Qi skincare brand at their 

spa. The customers who wo d?buy the Qi Qi skincare would not be allowed to have the purchases a 

large quantity. 

"But the rules..." Yung Ha Ren could not finish her sentence, Yu Qi already cut her words. 

"Don't worry about it. I just want confirmation from you." Yu Qi said. 

"You mean?" 

"Auntie Ha Ren, the skincare brand is mine. That is why I have said that I want to talk about a business 

deal." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Is it really yours?" Yung Ha Ren could not believe what she had heard. The girl in front of her was just 

around 20 years old or something like that. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. "If you agree, I can call my lawyer to draft the contract." 

Chapter 543 - 543: Information About Her Parent 

"You can discuss the terms and conditions with my lawyer. If the terms and conditions are okay for me, 

we will sign the contract and your spa will exclusively use my skincare brand." Yu Qi offered. 

Yung Ha Ren was speechless. She did not expect this offer would come to her spa. It was very generous 

to offer. Many spas wanted to collaborate with Qi Qi Skincare Brand but the brand did not show any 

movement. 

"Auntie Yung, Auntie Yung." Yu Qi waved her hand in front of Yung Ha Ren's face when she saw that the 

person did not move at all. 

Yung Ha Ren realized that she was still talking to Yu Qi. "Oh, yeah. I will like to accept it." 

"Okay. I will inform my lawyer to come tomorrow and we will discuss the terms and conditions 

tomorrow." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Thank you, Miss Tang." Yung Ha Ren said. "Your parents will be proud of you." 

Suddenly the atmosphere turned weird. Yu Qi's smile vanished. 

"Auntie Yung, do you know my parents?" Yu Qi asked Yung Ha Ren directly. 

Before this, Yung Ha Ren gave some hints which somehow told that she knew her parents but she had 

ignored it. Today, she wanted to know it. 

"Actually... I did." Yung Ha Ren nodded. 



"I see. That is why you gave some weird stare the first time we met." Yu Qi gave a little smile. "Do I look 

like them?" 

"Just a little. Your eyes resemble your mother." Yung Ha Ren said. 

"My eyes?" Yu Qi subconsciously touched her eyes. 

"Yeah." Yung Ha Ren smiled. 

"Auntie Yung, do you know where are they right now?" Yu Qi asked with a hopeful tone. 

"Sorry, Miss Tang. It had been 20 years since I met them. They were travelling around. Now, even I don't 

know whether they are still alive or not." Yung Ha Ren explained. 

"How do you know them?" 

"To be exact, I'm a friend of your mother. We met during high school. We were classmates. She was a 

genius. Genius in chemistry. A lot of universities and institutes fought for her back then. She chose one 

institute out of them. I don't know that Institute. From there, she met your father." Yung Ha Ren smiled 

as she was reminding the time back then. 

"Your mother was beautiful but have a cold personality. She did not have many friends back then. She 

got a lot of haters as well as admirers in high school." Yung Ha Ren continued. 

"Can I know what is my mother's name?" Yu Qi still did not know what was her mother's name. 

"Yan Lian Xen." Yung Ha Ren told her. 

"Yan Lian Xen..." Yu Qi felt it was a beautiful name. 

"When did you have the last meeting with her? Was she with my father?" Yu Qi asked. 

"As I said, it had been more than 20 years since I met her. When I met her, she was indeed with your 

father." Yung Ha Ren nodded. 

"I see. Auntie Yung, thank you for telling me this." Yu Qi thanked Yung Ha Ren. 

..... 

Yu Qi sat in the garden after returning home. She was still thinking about what she had talked about 

with Yung Ha Ren. Looks like when Yung Ha Ren had met them last time, Yu Qi was still not born yet. 

Yu Qi sighed. She thought that she could get some information about her parents but still, the 

information would not help her to find where her parents were. 

"You have a problem?" Tang Han Lee suddenly appeared beside Yu Qi. 

"Oh, Big Brother Han Lee." Yu Qi was surprised to see him here. "Yeah. I do have some problems." 

"Tell me, what is it? Perhaps I can help." Tang Han Lee smiled. 

"Do you know what can make some parents to leave their children alone?" Yu Qi gave questioning look 

to Tang Han Lee. 



Tang Han Lee looked at his little sister. He knew that his little sister must be thinking about her parents. 

"Well, I don't know what they have been thinking. But they must have some reasons what has made t to 

do it." Tang Han Lee gave his opinion. 

Yu Qi was silent when she got her answer. Then she sighed again. 

"Do you think that they have thrown me because they have not liked me?" Yu Qi was trembling when 

she asked the question. 

Seeing this, Tang Han Lee quickly patted her head. "I can't say anything about that. But if that is the 

truth, don't forget that you still have your Tang family. We are here for you." 

"Today, I got some information about my parents. But it can not help me in finding my parents at all. Big 

Brother, I'm scared... I'm scared... What if they don't want me after I find them?" Yu Qi's voice had 

already changed. She was about to cry. 

"Don't worry about it. As I have said, Tang Family is here for you." Tang Han Lee brought her into his 

hug. 

"I know but... But... Still... I want to know the reason why they have left me..." Yu Qi was crying like a 

baby. 

Tang Han Lee just let her cry. 20 minutes had passed. Suddenly Tang Han Lee felt Yu Qi's body was 

sliding down. Her body was about to touch the ground. Tang Han Lee quickly caught his little sister. 

"Little Sis, Little Sis..." Tang Han Lee was calling Yu Qi but still, Yu Qi did not respond. 

Tang Han Lee took her wrist to read her pulse. Even though he did not use and know much about the 

Chinese Medicine Practice but as Tang Jiang Man's grandson, he had been taught about it. 

Tang Han Lee took a breath of relief. His little sister had gone to sleep. He could tell that Yu Qi was 

mentally tired. He wanted to bring Yu Qi into the house. 

Chapter 544 - 544: Fall To Sleep 

"Big Brother... Eh... What has happened to Little Sis?" Tang Jin Wei coincidently wanted to walk in the 

garden when he saw Tang Han Lee had lifted up their little sister, bringing her in. 

"She is just tired and has gone to sleep." Tang Han Lee said. 

"Really?" Tang Jin Wei was very worried to see his little sister like this. 

"Hum..." Tang Han Lee nodded. 

When they passed the living room, Ming Yue and Tang Jung Wen, also the Si Family were present there. 

Ming Yue stood up when she saw her eldest son bringing Yu Qi in. She quickly went to Tang Han Lee. 

"What has happened?" Ming Yue said in a worried tone. 

"Mum, don't worry. She is just tired." Tang Han Lee assured his mother. "I will bring her to her room." 

"Okay. Quickly." Ming Yue said. 



"Husband, inform father about this." Ming Yue said to Tang Jung Wen. 

"Okay." Tang Jung Wen nodded and left the living room immediately. 

"I need to tell Su Xiao." Ming Yue left the living room too. 

The only people left in the living room were just Si Family. 

"Mum, what has happened to Sister Yu Qi?" Si Ang Dei asked her mother. 

"Humph... He has just said that she is just sleeping. Why are they panicking so much? She is just an 

orphan being adopted." Si Su Zen rolled her eyes. 

"Lower your tone." Si Fung Bien slapped Si Su Zen's hand while his eyes wandered at the maids who just 

happened to walk pass by the living room. 

Si Su Zen shut her mouth instantly when she saw the maids. The maids did not respond to anything. 

Probably they did not hear her just now. 

"Let's go and see." Si Su Zen said to her husband and daughter. 

While after getting the news that Tang Han Lee had brought Yu Qi into her room after she had fallen 

asleep in the garden, others went to look at Yu Qi in her room. The most anxious about Yu Qi was 

Grandpa Tang. 

"Move aside." Grandpa Tang said to others when he arrived in Yu Qi's room. 

He took her wrist and read her pulse. His face frowned while reading her pulse. Not long after that, he 

put down her wrist. 

"Let's talk outside." Grandpa Tang asked everyone to get out of Yu Qi's room. 

Si Family was outside the room. 

Grandpa Tang glanced at the Si Family. Si Family followed others to the living room. 

Aoi was at the kitchen when he heard about his master's condition. He understood what the maids were 

talking about. When he heard this, he quickly ran to his master's room. 

In the room, his master seemed to be asleep. He did not care about anything now. He climbed up and 

placed his paw onto his master's forehead. 

He did not feel anything weird about his master's body. His master was just tired. He took relief breath. 

Then he tried to contact Bo Ya. 

'Bo Ya, can you check Master's condition?' Aoi called Bo Ya. 

'I have already checked. She is okay. She is just tired.' Bo Ya explained. 

'Thank goodness. But Master is never like this. I wonder what has triggered her?' Aoi was thinking about 

the cause. 

'Probably it is information about her parents.' Bo Ya thought. 



.... 

"What happened to Yu Qi, Father?" Su Xiao asked. 

"She is okay. Just tired." Grandpa Tang sighed. 

"This must be our fault. We have brought her outside to hang out and relax." Ming Yue was about to cry. 

"No. She is not physically tired but mentally tired. What has happened before Yu Qi has fallen to sleep?" 

Grandpa Tang asked 

"I was with her. We were talking." Tang Han Lee answered. 

"Talking? About what?" Grandpa Tang asked again. 

"Her parents. She was thinking of why her parents had left her alone." Tang Han Lee told everyone. 

"What? Why is she thinking about it now?" Tang Jung Wen pointed out. 

"Where have you gone today?" Grandpa Tang questioned Ming Yue and Su Xiao. 

"We went shopping, after that we went to the spa. Yu Qi got some massage. That's all." Ming Yue 

recalled what they had done. 

"Did she meet someone else?" Tang Jung Wen asked. 

"I think nope." Ming Yue's eyes wondered around. 

"Wait... Remember that when we have finished our massage. She was talking to Ha Ren." Su Xiao 

interrupted. 

"Oh, yeah... Ha Ren is our friend and the owner of the spa which we used to visit. But we did not know 

what they were talking about. And also Yu Qi did not look stressed at all." Ming Yue nodded. 

"Call your friend. Invite her for dinner today. We can ask her about it." Grandpa Tang suggested. 

"Okay, father. We will try to call and invite her but we can not promise that she will come since she is 

often busy with her work." Ming Yue said. 

Si Su Zen frowned. She was not worried about Yu Qi but because she had not expected that an adopted 

child would gain such a place in the Tang Family. 'Why are they so worried about her?' She really could 

not understand these people. 

Ming Yue gave a quick call to Yung Ha Ren inviting her to their house to have dinner. First Yung Ha Ren 

wanted to refuse but after hearing about Yu Qi's condition, Yung Ha Ren finally agreed. 

So, Ming Yue gave the orders to the maids to prepare more food since they would have another guest 

for dinner that night. The maids nodded. 

However, one of the maids approached Ming Yue and whispered something into Ming Yue's ear. After 

hearing what the maid was whispering to her ear, her eyes became sharp while looking to the Si Family. 
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Si Family was still sitting in the living room. Others had already returned to their room. Ming Yue waved 

her hands signalling the maids to go while she approached the Si Family. 

"Ming Yue..." Si Su Zen called her name. She wanted to ask something. 

"Si Su Zen, I don't mind if you want to stay for a few days more..." Ming Yue began to talk. 

"Really? Ming Yue, thank you." Si Su Zen smiled. She did like to stay in this house since everything would 

be prepared by the maids. She did not have to do anything. 

"But, I need to remind you of one thing." Ming Yue looked at Si Su Zen while talking to her with a weird 

tone. 

"What is it?" Si Su Zen did not feel anything weird with Ming Yue's tone. 

"You should watch your mouth. This is my home. As well as Yu Qi. She is my niece, the beloved 

granddaughter of my father in law." After Ming Yue said her words, she left. 

She thought that the Si Family had already lefter the breakfast because she did not see them after that. 

That was why she went out with Su Xiao and Yu Qi only. When she returned home, she was surprised to 

see that the Si Family was still here. But she did not think much about it. But when she heard the words 

that Si Su Zen said about Yu Qi, she could not help to get angry. 

Si Su Zen was stunned when she heard Ming Yue's words. She looked at her husband. Her husband also 

looked at her. Ming Yue gave her a warning that she could not say anything about Yu Qi. 

"Look. I have told you to watch your mouth." Si Fung Bien sighed. 

"These maids must have told Ming Yue." Si Su Zen was angry. 

"So, what? Do you want to beat these maids? Remember, they are Tang Family's employees. We can not 

act like that." Si Fung Bien advised. 

Si Fung Bien actually did not want to come and stay for a long time at other people's house. But his wife 

insisted. She said that they just came and visited their relatives and would return home. But they 

already had stayed for one night and his wife wanted to stay for another night. 

"I know." Si Su Zen frowned. She thought that they would get some benefits from this visit but it seemed 

that they would return with the empty hands. 

..... 

Yung Ha Ren arrived at the Tang House. She had already visited the house a few times. So the maids 

already knew who she was. The maids greeted her and brought her to the dining room. 

Yung Ha Ren could see that there were other guests here too. She also could see the legendary doctor, 

Tang Jiang Man. This was the first time that she had met him face to face. 

"Welcome Miss Yung. Take a seat." Grandpa Tang greeted Yung Ha Ren. 

"Thank you, Elder Tang." Yung Ha Ren smiled while nodding to him. 



Ming Yue waved her to sit beside her. So, she went beside Ming Yue and took a seat there. Yung Han 

Ren looked around. There were three guests that she did not know. Others than them, she knew others 

even only she knew them by picture. 

"Well, Miss Yung, we already have something to discuss with you but let's eat first." Grandpa Tang said. 

So, the dinner began. 

However, she was confused. She could not see Yu Qi anywhere. 

So, Yung Ha Rem turned to Ming Yue and asked her about this. "Ming Yue, where is Miss Tang?" 

"She is resting." Ming Yue did not explain furthermore. 

Seeing Ming Yue acting like this, she did not seem to be worried about Yu Qi meaning Yu Qi was okay. 

So, she ate. The dinner was okay. 

Ming Yue asked the maids to serve the dessert. After eating the dessert, Grandpa Tang looked at Yung 

Ha Ren. Yung Ha Ren seemed to understand that Grandpa Tang wanted to discuss something with her. 

"Let's go to the living room." Grandpa Tang said. 

Everyone stood up. Ming Yue looked at Si Su Zen. 

"Su Zen, this matter is about our family. You don't have to be there." Ming Yue meant that Si Family 

would not need to attend this talk. 

Si Su Zen's expression changed a little bit but returned back to normal and she smiled to Ming Yue. 

"Okay. We will not be disturbing you." Si Su Zen pulled her daughter and husband. 

Su Xiao saw the scene and approached Ming Yue. 

"Why did you give a cold shoulder to Su Zen? You were okay when she came yesterday." Su Xiao wanted 

to know. 

"Just now, a maid reported to me that Su Zen was talking bad about Yu Qi. She was questioning Yu Qi's 

status in our family." Ming Yue snorted. 

"Humph! Who does she think she is?" Su Xiao suddenly flared up. 

Even though Yu Qi had been adopted but her status in Tang Family and their hearts were quite high. 

There was someone who had dared to talk about Yu Qi's status. 

"She is just a distant relative of our mother in law. We need to be careful with her." Ming Yue gave the 

reminder to Su Xiao. 

"Don't worry. I know what to do." Su Xiao nodded. 

They already knew what to do. They already used to deal with those people who shamelessly tried to 

disturb their family. 
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After that, both of them went to the living room. Others already had taken their seats. 

Su Xiao and Ming Yue took their seat. 

"Miss Yung, I have heard from my daughter in law that you had some talk with my granddaughter. Can I 

know what topic were you talking about?" Grandpa Tang began to talk. 

Yung Ha Ren was confused. 

"Ha Ren, my son told us that Yu Qi was thinking about her parents and suddenly fall to sleep. When my 

father in law checked her pulse, he said that Yu Qi was mentally tired. Could you tell us about this?" 

Ming Yue begged. She really wanted to know the cause. 

Yung Ha Ren frowned when she heard about it. She did not know that talking about her parents would 

make her like this. 

"Actually, I'm her parents' friend. I knew who her mother and her father were. This evening, we were 

talking about her parents. I told her that I am her parents' friend." Yung Ha Ren explained. 

"How did you know Yu Qi is your friend's children?" Tang Jung Wen questioned. 

"Her look is the same as her grandmother from her father's side. And her eyes are exactly like her 

mother. That is why I know her." At first, Yung Ha Ren was surprised when she looked at Yu Qi. 

"I see. So, do you know where they are right now?" Grandpa Tang voiced. 

"Sorry to disappoint you but like I have said to Yu Qi, it had been so long time since I met them. I don't 

know where they are right now." Yung Ha Ren apologized. 

Grandpa Tang sighed. "It's okay. You don't need to apologize. It is her parents' fault." 

"Elder Tang, I knew them. I don't think that they left Yu Qi on purpose. They must have some reasons for 

doing so." She was not to defending Yu Qi's parents but there should definitely reason. 

"Let's leave it here. Miss Yung, thank you for coming here and telling me this. We appreciate your help." 

Grandpa Tang nodded. 

"It's okay, Elder Tang. Su Xiao and Ming Yue are my friends. While Yu Qi is my friend's daughter." Yung 

Ha Ren waved her hand awkwardly. 

..... 

Yu Qi woke up. She looked around. It was her room. She remembered that she was talking to Tang Han 

Lee yesterday in the garden. She was talking about her parents and had cried. 

After that, it was blank. She did not remember anything. How did she end up in her room? She stood up. 

Her movement alerted Aoi who had slept beside her. 

"Master, you are awake." Aoi was happy to see his master. 

Yu Qi patted Aoi's head. "I'm okay. I have a good sleep." Yu Qi smiled. 

"I know. Bo Ya had already told me that you were fine." Aoi nodded several times. 



''Master, " called Bo Ya. 

'Bo Ya, sorry for worrying you.' Yu Qi said. 

"Master, you should go and meet your family. They are worried about you." Aoi suggested. 

"Okay. I will wash up first." Yu Qi stood up and went to the bathroom. 

After that, she went out of the room going to the dining room. 

"Young Miss, you are awake." One of the maids greeted Yu Qi as she was on the way to the dining room. 

They knew what happened to their young miss. 

"Good morning. Sorry to trouble you all." Yu Qi smiled. 

"No... No... You did not cause any problem." The maid replied. 

"First Madam and second madam are in the dining room. You can go over there." The maids said. 

"Okay." Yu Qi entered the dining room. 

Su Xiao and Ming Yue were still eating stood up when they saw Yu Qi. 

"Yu Qi, are you okay?" Both of them asked the same question at the same time while holding Yu Qi's 

hand. 

Yu Qi gave out the smile. "Auntie, I'm okay. Sorry for worrying you." 

"It's okay. We are your elders. It is good that you are already okay." Ming Yue said. 

"Where are others?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Your uncles have already gone to the hospital as well as your brother, Han Lee. Jin Wei is still here. He 

was on call yesterday." Ming Yue answered. 

"Grandfather?" Yu Qi did not see Grandpa Tang yet. 

"Oh, he is probably still in his room." Su Xiao said. "Come here. You need some food. You missed dinner 

yesterday. So, you must be hungry right now." 

"Yeah." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Yu Qi." Grandpa Tang walked in. 

"Grandfather. Sorry for worrying you." Yu Qi said. 

"It's okay. But remember, if you have problems, tell us. We probably can help." Grandpa Tang took a 

seat. 

"Alright." Yu Qi nodded. 

"Little Sis, you are awake. Thank goodness." Tang Jin Wei was yawning. "Everyone was on panic 

yesterday." 

"Sorry." Yu Qi said. 



Tang Jin Wei laughed. "No worry. It is okay, you are fine." 

... 

Yu Qi went to History Spa together with Ming Xuehai. Ming Xuehai came after getting the order from Yu 

Qi. 

"Welcome, Miss Tang." The receptionist bowed. This young miss was an honoured guest of their spa. 

"Yeah. Does Auntie Yung here?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Yeah. Miss Yung has been expected you in her office." The receptionist said. She then called someone. 

"Yaoyao, can you lead Miss Tang to Miss Yung's office?" 

The employee who had been called by the receptionist stopped walking. "Okay. Miss Tang, please follow 

me." 

Yu Qi and Ming Xuehai followed the receptionist. They wanted to discuss the terms and conditions for 

the contract. If possible, they wanted to sign the contract by today. 

Chapter 547 - 547: Wants To Poach Yu Qi? 

After about three hours of a long meeting, Yu Qi and Yung Ha Ren had the final agreement of the deal. 

Ming Xuehai drafted the contract and showed to both of them. 

Both of them agreed. Ming Xuehai told that the contract would be signed tomorrow. So, he requested 

to leave first. 

Yu Qi asked him to stay for lunch. He refused. Yu Qi nodded. So, she asked Yung Ha Ren to join her for 

lunch. The woman agreed. So both of them left the spa and went to a renowned restaurant nearby. 

They ordered the food. While waiting for the food to be served, they were having some talk. 

"I had been called by your family yesterday." Yung Ha Ren told Yu Qi. 

"Oh." Yu Qi did not pay much about that. 

Yung Ha Ren was her auntie's friend, so it would be understandable that Yung Ha Ren was being invited 

by her family. 

"They asked about what were we talking about yesterday." Yung Ha Ren said again. 

"Huh? What? Why?" Yu Qi was confused. 

"At first, I don't understand why are they asking, so I don't reveal much about that. After knowing your 

condition, your family told me that you have some problem, I decided to tell them." Yung Ha Ren 

explained. 

"Sigh... It is probably because I fall into sleep while crying." Yu Qi remembered that. 

"Miss Tang..." Yung Ha Ren called her name but Yu Qi interrupted her. 

"Auntie Yung, I already call you Auntie Yung, you should call me Yu Qi." Yu Qi said. 



"Oh, okay, Yu Qi." Yung Ha Ren smiled. 

... 

Far from Yu Qi and Yung Ha Ren's table, there was a middle-aged woman as well as a young girl that 

been eating too. 

As Yu Qi and Yung Ha Ren talked, the middle aged woman was watching Yung Ha Ren. She did not 

believe that she would meet Yung Ha Ren here, in the FINN City. 

She also did not expect that Yung Ha Ren would live a better life after what happened before. 

"Auntie Jian, what are you watching? So intense." The young girl that sat in front of her asked. 

The young girl then turned around. She saw someone that she was familiar too. She did not expect to 

see her here. 

"Auntie Jian, you know those people?" The young girl asked. 

"I just know that woman." The middle aged woman pointed to Yung Ha Ren. 

"Oh, coincidently, I know that young girl. She is one of our university's students." The young girl said. 

The middle aged woman did not realize that there was someone beside Yung Ha Ren. She looked at the 

person that sat beside Yung Ha Ren. She was surprised to see the stunning girl. Even her own niece 

would lose while comparing her to the stunning girl. 

"Your friend?" The middle aged woman asked. 

"Nope. She is not my friend. But we do know each other." The young girl said. 

"Why?" The middle aged woman asked again. 

"We do have some conflict. Let me tell you something, Auntie Jia. Brother Shu Jin wanted this woman. 

But she rejected Brother Shu Jin." The young girl said. 

Yeah, the young girl was Bai Feng Jiu, Bai Shu Jin's cousin. And the middle aged woman was Bai Shu Jin's 

mother, Bai Jian. 

"What? She rejected him?" Bai Jian was shocked. 

That girl rejected him? Bai Shu Jin was classified as handsome. How could a girl did not like him? 

"Yeah. I laughed at Brother Shu Jin about that. Brother Shu Jin really likes her." Bai Feng Jiu remembered 

that the confession that Bai Shu Jin made at the cafe in front of everyone. 

"Even Brother Yu likes her." Bai Feng Jiu even told her that. 

"What? Yu also like her?" Bai Jian was shocked. She did not expect that Bai Yu would have the same 

taste as his elder brother. 

"Yeah. But to be disappointed, she already has a boyfriend." Bai Feng Yue was disappointed. 



At first, when she first time heard about Yu Qi, she hated Yu Qi. She thought with a face like that, the girl 

would seduce all the men. She observed Yu Qi but the more she observed, the more she understood 

about Yu Qi. Yu Qi did not interact with other men except for her coursemates. So, she changed her 

perspective about Yu Qi thinking that she was a good girl. 

"What is her background? She studied about what?" Bai Jian inquired. 

"She studied in the medical course. From what I heard, she is from the Tang Family." Bai Feng Jiu 

thought a little bit. "I heard that her grandfather is the famous doctor but I don't remember his name." 

"Famous doctor... Famous doctor..." Then Bai Jian opened her eyes widely. She remembered the famous 

doctor that had the surname 'Tang'. Did Bai Feng Jiu meant that 'Doctor Tang'? "Tang Jiang Man, the 

legendary doctor?" 

"Probably. I don't know about that." Bai Feng Jiu did not know Yu Qi's grandfather's name. She only 

knew about that since she heard some of the medical course students were talking about Yu Q's 

grandfather. Yu Qi's grandfather was a big person in their world, Bai Feng Jiu recalled the memory. 

Bai Jian's eyes were shined brightly while looking at Yu Qi. She needed to poach Yu Qi to their family for 

their family's benefits. Yu Qi should be with her son, Bai Yu. She seemed to forget that Bai Feng Jiu 

mentioned that Yu Qi already had her boyfriend. 

Chapter 548 - 548: Meeting With Madam Bai 

Bai Jian thought that Yu Qi was suitable to her son, Bai Yu. So, in order to get to know Yu Qi, she decided 

to greet Yung Ha Ren that she hated so much. 

It seemed that Yung Ha Ren had a good relationship with Yu Qi. She would not allow that to be 

continued. 

"Let's go and greet them." Bai Jian suddenly said. 

"Huh? Greet them but we are not that close." Bai Feng Jiu confused. 

"We are an acquaintance. We must greet them even though we are not close." Bai Jian said. 

"Oh, okay." Without further talk, Bai Feng Jiu nodded. 

So, they went to the table where Yu Qi and Yung Ha Ren sat. 

Yung Ha Ren realized that there were some people approaching them. When she lifted up her face, she 

could see a face that she knew very much. The face that always showed disgust when seeing Yung Ha 

Ren. 

"Oh, hai, Yung Ha Ren. Long time no see." Bai Jian smiled nicely. 

Yu Qi that currently in the middle of eating was stopped moving when she heard the voice. That voice 

that she was familiar with. She slowly lifted up her face and saw two faces. 

One of them was Bai Feng Jiu. The girl used to fight her, after a long time, she did not see her much 

since Yu Qi was very busy. 



While another face that she knew was Bai Jian, mother of Bai Shu Jin. She knew the identity of the 

woman since she usually to interact with Bai Jian because she wanted to curry the favour with her in her 

past life. 

"Hi, Tang Yu Qi." Bai Feng Jiu greeted Yu Qi.w 

Yu Qi was only nodded while looking at Bai Feng Jiu. She did not say anything else. 

"What do you want, Bai Jian." Yung Ha Ren asked when seeing the women still did not move over from 

here. 

"Hi, miss. I'm Bai Jian from Bai Family." Bai Jian always used to introduce herself like this. When she 

introduced herself like this, everyone will felt amazing with her identity. 

However, she would never think that someday the identity of herself would gain disdain from someone. 

Yu Qi totally ignored Bai Jian. She did not even look at Bai Jian at all and just sat there and sitting her 

food. 

Bai Jian frowned when she did not get a response from the girl. She calmed down. The girl probably did 

not hear her. 

"Miss..." Bai Jian wanted to talk again but this time, Yu Qi interrupted. 

"Madam is there something important that you want to talk? If not, please don't disturb us." Yu Qi did 

not play with her word. She directly told Bai Jian to get lost. 

"Tang Yu Qi, what is your attitude?" Bai Feng Jiu was angry. 

"Feng Jiu, it is okay. Let's go for now. They want to eat. The talk will continue in the future." Bai Jian was 

still in the gentle smile. 

Bai Jian quickly pulled Bai Feng Jiu from the place. She did not want to show the bad image to Yu Qi. Yu 

Qi seemed to not like her presence. That bitch, Yung Ha Ren must be telling something to Yu Qi. 

"Auntie Jia, why do you pull me over? I need to talk with Tang Yu Qi." Bai Feng Jiu was angry when 

seeing her auntie was treated like that. 

"Feng Jiu, don't worry. You will get to have a long talk with her someday." Bai Jian smiled. 

She already set. That girl, Tang Yu Qi was suitable with her son. 'It seems I need to work on her family 

first.' Bai Jian already thought that way to make Yu Qi entered her family. 

However, she never thought that Yu Qi would rather kill her family instead of entering the family. 

Meanwhile, at Yu Qi and Yung Ha Ren's table, they continued to eat and talk as usual after those people 

left. 

"Is those people someone that you know, Auntie Yung?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Well, yeah. To be honest, someone that I don't like much." Yung Ha Ren sighed. She never thought to 

see that woman here. 'What is she doing here? Is my life would still be okay after this?' She sighed once 

again. 



"Auntie Yung?" Yu Qi called her since she did not answer Yu Qi's question. 

"Oh, sorry. Something is in my mind. What are you saying?" Yung Ha Ren snapped out. 

"Someone that you don't like much? Why?" Yu Qi asked. 

In her past life, she never meets with Yung Ha Ren. So, she did not know Yung Ha Ren. Looked like that 

Yung Ha Ren seemed to have some kind of relationship with Bai Jian. 

"Well, yeah. Something like that." Yung Ha Ren smiled awkwardly. 

She did not want someone to know about her relationship with Bai Jian. It would only invite disaster. 

"Oh, I see." Yu Qi did not want to force Yung Ha Ren to tell about that. She thought that Yung Ha Ren 

might have some problems with Bai Jian. 

"How about you?" Yung Ha Ren asked. She saw that the girl stood beside Bai Jian greeted Yu Qi. 

"We are from the same university. So we bumped each other. But our relationship is not close at all." Yu 

Qi smiled. 

"It seems we have a bad relationship with them." Yung Ha Ren also smiled. 

Yu Qi never thought that in this lifetime, Bai Jian would set herself to make Yu Qi her daughter in law. If 

Yu Qi knew this, she would laugh. 

Chapter 549 - 549: Don't You Dare Betray Our Hotel 

Ming Xuehai settled the doc.u.ments that needed to be signed as fast as he could. He told Yu Qi that the 

doc.u.ment was ready to be signed. 

So, on the next day, Yu Qi together with Ming Xuehai once again went to see Yung Ha Ren. Yung Ha Ren 

read the content of the doc.u.ment. After seeing the content was the same as they discussed yesterday, 

she directly signed the doc.u.ment. 

Yu Qi was happy that this cooperation was succeeded. She already planned to make the contract with 

like with another spa in the different cities. She would only be contracted with one spa in the city or 

region. So, she needed to research about those spas to see which one was suitable to cooperate. 

After about one week of spending time at Tang House at FINN City, Yu Qi decided to return back to 

Shiwa Town. She needed to take a look at her greenhouse and ryokan. 

She was not returning alone but with Grandpa Tang and also Ming Xuehai. Yu Qi asked whether she 

wanted to see his little sister, Ming Xuebai since it had been a long time that he did not see her. 

Ming Xuehai agreed. He admitted that he had not seen his little sister for a long time. He wondered how 

was her in her new place. 

Grandpa Tang also wanted to return to his home at Shiwa Town. Yu Qi told him that he could return 

with her since she was driving. 

..... 



"It has been a long time since I return here." Yu Qi was walking along the way. 

She was in the way to go to her ryokan hotel. She asked Ming Xuehai to go to the ryokan to spend the 

night there. He could see her sister too. 

"Oh, Yu Qi, long time no see. Having a holiday?" 

Yu Qi was greeted by an old lady and started to open her stall. 

"Yeah. My university is in the break. So I return to my grandfather's house." Yu Qi replied with a smile. 

"My granddaughter is also studied in the city. But she rarely returns here." The old lady sighed. 

"Oh, don't worry. Students are usually busy. She will return." Yu Qi did not know what to say about this 

since she did not know much about the granddaughter of the old lady. 

"Okay... Okay... You want to go somewhere right? I will not bother you anymore." The old lady waved 

her hand. 

"Okay." Yu Qi left and walked toward the ryokan. 

The receptionist knew Yu Qi was the owner. She greeted Yu Qi with a smile. 

"Welcome and long time no see, Miss Yu Qi." The receptionist said. 

"Yeah. How is our ryokan? Is it running well?" Yu Qi asked. 

"We do receive a lot of customers on the weekend. We are packed in three months schedule." The 

receptionist answered. 

"I see. It is good, then." Yu Qi smiled. 

Her ryokan was running well. It was a good thing to hear. 

"By the way, where is Sister Mei Fung?" Yu Qi asked. 

"She is currently in the hall giving a lecture to some of the new recruits." The receptionist looked at the 

notebooks in the table. 

"Okay. Thank you." Yu Qi went to the hall. 

Arrived there, she opened the back door and entered the hall slowly. Chui Mei Fung that gave the 

lecture, stopped for a moment when she saw her boss here. 

She saw Yu Qi smiled and waved her hand signalling her to continue the lecture. So, without wasting 

time anymore, she continued the lecture. 

Yu Qi looked around. There were about thirteen new recruits. Everyone seemed too eager to hear the 

lecture. Yu Qi smiled. This was Chui Mei Fung's choice. She had a good eye. Yu Qi would trust her. 

Suddenly at the end of the lecture, Chui Mei Fung called Yu Qi's name asking her to come forward. 

"Miss Yu Qi, can you come forward?" Chui Mei Fung called Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi was confused but still, she walked toward Chui Mei Fung. 



"Since you are our new crews, it is important to know your big boss." Chui Mei Fung wanted to use this 

opportunity to introduce Yu Qi to their new crews. 

Yu Qi arrived at Chui Mei Fung's side. 

"I would like to introduce to you our big boss, Miss Tang Yu Qi. You all call her, Miss Yu Qi." Chui Mei 

Fung introduced Yu Qi to others. 

The news recruits showed a surprised look when they heard that this young and beautiful girl was their 

big boss. They actually thought that Chui Mei Fung was their big boss. Turned out it was not her. 

"Hello, everyone." Yu Qi nodded. "I hope you can work happily here. Just remember one thing. Don't 

you dare betray our hotel. If you want to resign, do it in the right way." Yu Qi gave a nice smile when she 

said the sentence. 

Everyone swallowed their saliva. They thought she was just a young lady from a rich family but after 

seeing and listening to her word just now and facing her aura, they knew that she was not a typical 

young rich lady. 

"Okay. Our big boss already said her piece. You can go to your post right now. Remember, this three 

months, you will be evaluated. So, work hard." Chui Mei Fung ended the lecture. 

"Miss Yu Qi, long time no see." Chui Mei Fung hugged Yu Qi. 

Chapter 550 - 550: Caught The Spy 

"I can see that you are glowing." Chui Mei Fung praised Yu Qi. 

Chui Mei Fung did not just lip service. She genuinely felt that way. She could see that her big boss 

became more and more beautiful. 

"Hahaha... Thank you." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Your relationship with your boyfriend must be good, right?" Chui Mei Fung joked. 

"Yeah." Yu Qi did not cover up about that. 

Chui Mei Fung laughed. Both of them went out of the hall. 

"Oh, Xuehai is here too." Chui Mei Fung told Yu Qi. 

"Sister Mei Fung, I know because I tell him to come and meet his sister. He rarely comes to see his sister. 

His sister must be missing her." Yu Qi said. 

"Oh, I see." Chui Mei Fung nodded. 

"By the way, we are going to have a meeting this evening." Yu Qi smiled. 

"I know that you will say that." Chui Mei Fung laughed again. 

..... 

Yu Qi had been called by Su Yu Hi regarding the spy that wanted to steal the information about YQ 

skincare. 



Su Yu Hi told her that Song Tai caught someone broke into the office yesterday. Song Tai immediately 

called Su Yu Hi to deal with that person. So, for the next move, Su Yu Hi asked Yu Qi to return to Wenya 

City. 

Yu Qi told Su Yu Hi to hold back the person first. She wanted to have a talk with that person. She would 

negotiate with that person in order to get the information. 

Yu Qi asked Ming Xuehai to return to Wenya City with her. She explained to her grandfather that 

something that needed her attention at Wenya City. 

Grandpa Tang told her to be careful on the way. So, Ming Xuehai and Yu Qi left quickly. Yu Qi hoped she 

could get the information that she wanted. 

..... 

Song Tai stood out of the room that they locked the man that he caught inside. He was waiting for Yu Qi 

to come over. Su Yu Hi already here. 

He was excited when he finally caught the man. He already had long laid the trap for the man to come 

in. Finally, today, his efforts bore the fruit. 

Yu Qi arrived with Ming Xuehai. 

"Miss Yu Qi, over here." Song Tai led the way. 

The man was locked inside the store. Su Yu Hi currently inside, still asking the man the question. The 

man keeps his mouth zipped. 

Yu Qin and others entered. The man looked over and saw the beautiful girl entered the room. 

"Brother Yu Hi, how is he?" Yu Qi asked. 

"Nope. I don't get any information from him." Su Yu Hi shook his head. 

"Miss Yu Qi, what should we do now?" Song Tai asked. 

The man that currently tied looked over the group. He could see that all the men seemed to treat the 

girl like their boss. He was shocked when thinking that way. 

"You are their boss?" The man asked. 

"Yes." Yu Qi nodded. 

The man was speechless. He did not expect that the big boss of the uprising skincare brand was a young 

girl. The girl seemed in 20's year's old. 

"Tell me, who ask you to do this?" Yu Qi directly asked what she needed to know. 

The man was silent. He already got caught. People in front of him would send her to the police after 

getting the information from him. It would endanger his wife and child. He would not let anything 

happen to them. 

"Who are you?" Yu Qi asked again. 



Once again, the man was silent. 

Yu Qi then turned to Song Tai. "Do you have a laptop with internet connection right now?" 

"Yes." Song Tai nodded. 

"Bring it to me." Yu Qi said. 

Song Tai left. After a few minutes, he returned with a laptop. He gave it to Yu Qi. 

Yu Qi opened the laptop. Then, her fingers danced swiftly across the keyboard. Su Yu Hi, Ming Xuehai 

and Song Tai came over behind her to see what she wanted to do. 

All they could see was a code in the black background. Ming Xuehai and Su Yu Hi knew what Yu Qi was 

trying to do right now. She was hacking into something. 

Su Yu Hi turned to Ming Xuehai. Ming Xuehai also looked at Su Yu Hi. Both of them wore the same 

expression. They did not expect that their big boss knew hacking. 

"Oh, your name is Fua Sui Jue. 37 years old. Married to Sun Nie. Have a daughter, Fua Sulli, 4 years old. 

Old work is Gung company as a storekeeper." Yu Qi read the information from the screen. 

"Do you want to tell the truth?" Yu Qi looked at the man. 

The man was still silent. Yu Qi sighed. 

"Then, don't blame me if I wan to do something." Yu Qi approached. 

She opened the beg that she brought that brought a bottle. The bottle contained some pill that had a 

purple colour. She brought out the pill. 

"Brother Yu Hi, open his mouth." Yu Qi ordered. 

Su Yu Hi followed her order. Yu Qi threw the pill into the mouth. 

Fua Sui Jue wanted to spit out the pill back. But nothing came out. 

"Save your effort. That pill melt in the mouth." Yu Qi smiled. 

"Miss Yu Qi, what is about that pill?" Song Tai asked. He could smell some of the herbs that he 

recognised. 

 


